
TONASKET COMANCHEROS
Demolition Derby

September 1st, 2024 - 1:00 pm

$100.00 entry fee per car includes driver and pit crew (5) Registration
Of cars will be done from 9:00 am until 11:00 am on Sunday

There will be a $45.00 charge on all NSF checks!!!

For Questions Call 322-0077 or 429-7847 (leave message on either one)

Notice: Judges can disqualify cars and/or drivers at any time.

**NEW RULE

1. Only passenger cars or station wagons are allowed. No convertibles or
pickup trucks.

2. All glass, metal trim, pot metal, (grills, fender extensions, i.e. anything
breakable) must be removed.

3. Batteries must be moved and be safely secured and covered.

4. Radiators may not be moved. Also, no auxiliary cooling allowed.

5. Stock gas tanks will be removed.

6. Gas tanks may not exceed 7 U.S. gallons.

7. Gas tanks may be moved inside, but must have a firewall or partition
between the tank and driver, and be safely secured. Gas tanks will be
covered. Gas caps must also be secured.

8. Chaining, welding, or bolting will secure doors, ¼” maximum filler on hood
& trunk, NO flat stock.

9. Horizontal bar behind seats.

10.  **Front door exterior reinforcement on doors shall be of flat bar ½” x
6” minimum, if using channel iron it cannot protrude more than 2” out
from door. Such exterior reinforcement shall extend not more than 6” past
front door seams. If stitch welded must be solid weld for 12” top and
bottom on each end, plus ends, can be bolted with ¾” minimum bolts,
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properly. Ends of flat iron, and channel iron, must be tapered at a 45
degree angle. And/or may use concrete in the doors. 

11.All flammable material must be removed from the interior, except for the
front seat.

12. Seat belts are mandatory. They Must be either factory equipped or
mounted to the frame. Shoulder harnesses are optional.

13. Helmet, gloves, and eye protection are required. The car must be
equipped with either mesh screen or hardware cloth (½” mesh maximum)
in place of the windshield.

14. Cars must have a UL listed fire extinguisher -2LB size minimum,
secured down. Need to have a spare extinguisher (in pit) for next heat in
case 1st one is used.

15. Cars must have working brakes on all four wheels. Brakes will be
checked.

16. Any safety equipment, which fails, will be grounds for immediate
disqualification at the discretion of the judges.

17. **No reinforcing may be added to bumpers, no metal, seams can be
welded, but allowed to weld frame rails for 12” from front and back
bumpers. Trailer hitches must be removed. No welding or bolting on
inner fenders!!

18. Any frame or bumper protruding 10” or more shall be removed or
repaired by cutting the offending parts off, or by welding it down. Do not
add metal.

19. Numbers will be minimum of 12” high and highly visible on both sides
and top.

20. No cement or foam allowed in the tires (air only).

21. All cars will be in pit area by 11:00 A.M. Drivers meeting at 12:30 P.M.

22. ll members of your pit crew must be present when you register. NO
EXCEPTIONS!

23. You must be 16 years old to participate, either as a driver or as a pit
crew member.
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24. No one under 16 years of age in the pit area.

25. All participants must sign a release borm before they will be allowed to
participate. Anyone under 18 must have a parents release form filled
out and signed, release form will be available at Entry Gate Only.

26. Long sleeve coveralls will be worn by all drivers and co-drivers, pit
crew- members is optional.

27. Only one support vehicle allowed in the pit area, whether it be a shop
truck or pickup.

28. No car trailers or flatbed trailers allowed in the pit area.

29. Only drivers and pit crews are allowed in pit area. The driver will be
responsible for keeping all others out of the pit area at all times. The
penalty for failure to adhere to this rule shall be disqualification of the driver
and the car.

30. No men in Powder Puff - Not even as co-driver. If a women is a driver
in any of the other heats she will not be allowed in the Powder Puff.

31. **The Best Appearance Trophy will be selected at judges discretion.

32. All cars and all debris will be removed from the grounds within 7 days
of the end of the event or a disposal fee will be charged to the driver. 
Minimum charge will be $100.00.

33. Pit crew may not exceed 5 persons, including driver and co-driver,
EXCEPT; during preparations for the Power Puff your female driver and
co-driver will be allowed in addition to the before mentioned 5 persons.

34. No light bars.

35. No Homemade Bumpers, No Engine Cradles

36. No bars in trunk.

37. **Hood Tie-Down, 1 bolt in each corner, or 2 front and 2 rear, maximum
of 4 bolts, 1 inch reddi-rod max. Is allowed to hold the tie-down. 4inch
wide max., 4 inch channel or flat iron, are allowed for hood tie-down.
Reddi-rod must be behind radiator support - only 2 wraps with chain
(one on each side front and back) (chains optional). Max. ⅜” Chain
size.
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38. You are allowed to run ¾ ton rear-end, but not ¾ ton springs.

39. **A pre ran car is allow, NO additional steel added

40. Need to have access to the motor in case of FIRE!!

If it DON’T say you can do it in these rules, DON’T do it.

RULES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE FOR 2024

 AGAIN: The Judges may disqualify any one at any time for any
infraction of the rules.

Any Decisions made by the Judges shall be final unless said Judges
-- after conferring among themselves -- decide otherwise.

PS: Any situation arising which is not covered by the published car rules or race
rules will be decided by the Judges. If the car rules don’t specifically say that you
may do it -- then don’t because you will probably be disqualified.
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